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AAABCSS CASABAS CASABA, variety of melon [n] 

AAABCSS CASSABA casaba (variety of melon) [n -S] 

 

AAACSSV CASAVAS CASAVA, cassava (tropical plant) [n] 

AAACSSV CASSAVA tropical plant [n -S] 

 

AAADGGH AGGADAH haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

AAADGGH HAGGADA haggadah (biblical narrative) [n -S, -DOT, -DOTH] 

 

AAAGINR ANGARIA angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n -S] 

AAAGINR NIAGARA outpouring or deluge [n -S] 

 

AAAHHKL HALAKAH halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -KOTH] 

AAAHHKL HALAKHA halacha (legal part of Talmud) [n -S, -HOT] 

 

AAAHMST HAMATSA dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

AAAHMST TAMASHA public entertainment in India [n -S] 

 

AAALMSS MASALAS MASALA, blend of spices used in Indian cooking [n] 

AAALMSS SALAAMS SALAAM, to greet with low bow [v] 

 

AAANRTT TANTARA sound of trumpet or horn [n -S] 

AAANRTT TARTANA Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S] 

 

AABCEMR MACABER macabre (gruesome (repugnant)) [adj] 

AABCEMR MACABRE gruesome (repugnant) [adj -R, -ST] 

 

AABCFKT BACKFAT layer of fat between skin and muscle in animals [n -S] 

AABCFKT FATBACK marine fish [n -S] 

 

AABDELT ABLATED ABLATE, to remove by cutting [v] 

AABDELT DATABLE capable of being dated [adj] 

 

AABEGSS BAGASSE crushed sugarcane [n -S] 

AABEGSS SEABAGS SEABAG, bag used by sailor [n] 

 

AABERST ABATERS ABATER, one that abates (to reduce in degree or intensity) [n] 

AABERST ABREAST side by side [adv] 

 

AABGINS ABASING ABASE, to lower in rank, prestige, or esteem [v] 

AABGINS BISNAGA type of cactus (plant native to arid regions) [n -S] 

 

AABHKSS KASBAHS KASBAH, casbah (old section of North African city) [n] 

AABHKSS SABKHAS SABKHA, coastal, flat, periodically flooded area in northern Africa [n] 
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AABHMRS BRAHMAS BRAHMA, large domestic fowl [n] 

AABHMRS SAMBHAR sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

 

AABILLR AIRBALL to miss basket in basketball [v -ED, -ING, -S]   

AABILLR BARILLA chemical compound [n -S] 

 

AABLLSY BASALLY BASAL, pertaining to foundation [adv] 

AABLLSY SALABLY SALABLE, capable of being or fit to be sold [adv] 

 

AABLMSS BALSAMS BALSAM, to anoint with balsam (aromatic, resinous substance) [v] 

AABLMSS SAMBALS SAMBAL, spicy condiment [n] 

 

AABMNST BANTAMS BANTAM, small fowl [n] 

AABMNST BATSMAN one who bats [n -MEN] 

 

AABORRS ARROBAS ARROBA, Spanish unit of weight [n] 

AABORRS RASBORA tropical fish [n -S] 

 

AABSTUX SAXTUBA bass saxhorn [n -S] 

AABSTUX SUBTAXA SUBTAXON, subdivision of taxon [n] 

 

AACCDES CASCADE to fall like waterfall [v -D, -DING, -S] 

AACCDES SACCADE rapid, jerky movement of eye [n -S] 

 

AACCILS ALCAICS ALCAIC, type of verse form [n] 

AACCILS CICALAS CICALA, cicada (winged insect) [n] 

 

AACCLRU ACCRUAL act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n -S] 

AACCLRU CARACUL karakul (Asian sheep) [n -S] 

 

AACCORU CURACAO type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

AACCORU CURACOA curacao (type of liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n -S] 

 

AACDELR CALDERA large crater [n -S] 

AACDELR CRAALED CRAAL, to kraal (to pen in type of enclosure) [v] 

 

AACDELS ALCADES ALCADE, alcalde (mayor of Spanish town) [n] 

AACDELS SCALADE act of scaling walls of fortification [n -S] 

 

AACDERS ARCADES ARCADE, to provide with arcade (series of arches) [v] 

AACDERS ASCARED afraid (filled with apprehension) [adj] 

 

AACEINR ACARINE acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n -S] 

AACEINR CARINAE CARINA, carinate anatomical part [n] 
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AACEIRV AVARICE greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n -S] 

AACEIRV CAVIARE caviar (roe of sturgeon) [n -S] 

 

AACELNU CANULAE CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [n] 

AACELNU LACUNAE LACUNA, empty space or missing part [n] 

 

AACELOV CAVEOLA small pit in cell [n -E]   

AACELOV COAEVAL coeval (one of same era or period as another) [n -S] 

 

AACELST ACETALS ACETAL, flammable liquid [n] 

AACELST LACTASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

AACESTV CAVEATS CAVEAT, to enter type of legal notice [v] 

AACESTV VACATES VACATE, to make vacant [v] 

 

AACFILS FACIALS FACIAL, treatment for face [n] 

AACFILS FASCIAL FASCIA, broad and distinct band of color [adj] 

 

AACFLRT FLATCAR railroad car without sides or roof [n -S] 

AACFLRT FRACTAL complex geometric curve [n -S] 

 

AACGILL GALLICA European rose [n -S] 

AACGILL GLACIAL of or pertaining to glaciers [adj] 

 

AACHILR ACHIRAL pertaining to symmetrical molecule [adj] 

AACHILR RACHIAL RACHIS, spinal column [adj] 

 

AACHIMS CHAMISA saltbush of Southwest [n -S] 

AACHIMS CHIASMA anatomical junction [n -S, -TA] 

 

AACHIPR CHARPAI charpoy (bed used in India) [n -S] 

AACHIPR HAIRCAP hat [n HAIRCAPS] 

 

AACHKRS CHAKRAS CHAKRA, body center in yoga [n] 

AACHKRS CHARKAS CHARKA, charkha (spinning wheel) [n] 

 

AACHKSW HACKSAW to use saw having fine-toothed blade [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

AACHKSW KWACHAS KWACHA, monetary unit of Malawi and Zambia [n] 

 

AACIITV AVIATIC AVIATION, act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [adj] 

AACIITV VIATICA VIATICUM, allowance for traveling expenses [n] 

 

AACILNR CARINAL CARINA, carinate anatomical part [adj] 

AACILNR CRANIAL pertaining to skull [adj] 
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AACILPS APICALS APICAL, sound articulated with apex (tip) of tongue [n] 

AACILPS SPACIAL spatial (of or pertaining to space) [adj] 

 

AACIMNS CAIMANS CAIMAN, tropical reptile [n] 

AACIMNS MANIACS MANIAC, insane person [n] 

 

AACIRSV AIRVACS AIRVAC, evacuation by air ambulance [n] 

AACIRSV CAVIARS CAVIAR, roe of sturgeon [n] 

 

AACKMNP MANPACK designed to be carried by one person [adj] 

AACKMNP PACKMAN peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n -MEN] 

 

AACLLNU CALLUNA evergreen shrub [n -S] 

AACLLNU LACUNAL LACUNA, empty space or missing part [adj] 

 

AACLMSU CALAMUS marsh plant [n -MI, -ES] 

AACLMSU MACULAS MACULA, spot [n] 

 

AACLNRU CANULAR CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [adj] 

AACLNRU LACUNAR ceiling with recessed panels [n -IA, -S] 

 

AACLNSU CANULAS CANULA, cannula (tube inserted into bodily cavity) [n] 

AACLNSU LACUNAS LACUNA, empty space or missing part [n] 

 

AACLOPR CAPORAL coarse tobacco [n -S] 

AACLOPR CRAPOLA nonsense, drivel [n -S] 

 

AACLOST CATALOS CATALO, hybrid between buffalo and cow [n] 

AACLOST COASTAL pertaining to or located near seashore [adj] 

 

AACLRVY CALVARY representation of Crucifixion [n -RIES] 

AACLRVY CAVALRY mobile army unit [n -RIES] 

 

AACLSSU CASUALS CASUAL, one who works occasionally [n] 

AACLSSU CAUSALS CAUSAL, word expressing cause or reason [n] 

 

AACMNOR MACARON type of cookie (small, flat cake) [n -S]   

AACMNOR NARCOMA stupor induced by narcotic [n -S, -TA] 

 

AACMRST AMTRACS AMTRAC, military vehicle equipped to move on land and water [n] 

AACMRST TARMACS TARMAC, to cause (aircraft) to sit on taxiway [v] 

 

AADEGGR AGGRADE to fill with detrital material [v -D, -DING, -S] 

AADEGGR GARAGED GARAGE, to put in garage (car shelter) [v] 
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AADEGRY DRAYAGE transportation by dray [n -S] 

AADEGRY YARDAGE use of enclosure for livestock at railroad station [n -S] 

 

AADEILV AVAILED AVAIL, to be of use or advantage to [v] 

AADEILV VEDALIA Australian ladybug [n -S] 

 

AADEMNS ANADEMS ANADEM, wreath for head [n] 

AADEMNS MAENADS MAENAD, female participant in ancient Greek orgies [n] 

 

AADEPRT ADAPTER one that adapts (to make suitable) [n -S] 

AADEPRT READAPT to adapt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

AADERSW ADWARES ADWARE, computer software that is provided free but has advertisements [n] 

AADERSW SEAWARD direction toward open sea [n -S] 

 

AADGMNR GRANDAM grandmother [n -S] 

AADGMNR GRANDMA grandmother [n -S] 

 

AADHNRS DARSHAN Hindu blessing [n -S] 

AADHNRS DHARNAS DHARNA, form of protest in India [n] 

 

AADHRSS HARDASS offensive word [n -ES] 

AADHRSS SRADHAS SRADHA, Hindu ceremonial offering [n] 

 

AADILLO ALLODIA ALLODIUM, land held in absolute ownership [n] 

AADILLO ALODIAL ALODIUM, allodium (land held in absolute ownership) [adj] 

 

AADILNR LANIARD lanyard (fastening rope on ship) [n -S] 

AADILNR NADIRAL NADIR, point on celestial sphere [adj] 

 

AADLMNO MANDOLA ancient lute [n -S] 

AADLMNO MONADAL MONAD, single-celled organism [adj] 

 

AADMNRY DRAYMAN one who drives dray [n -MEN] 

AADMNRY YARDMAN man employed to do outdoor work [n -MEN] 

 

AADNOPR PADRONA female boss or employer [n -S] 

AADNOPR PANDORA bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

 

AADOPSS PASSADO forward thrust in fencing [n -ES, -S] 

AADOPSS POSADAS POSADA, inn [n] 

 

AAEEGMT AGAMETE asexual reproductive cell [n -S] 

AAEEGMT AGEMATE person of same age as another [n -S] 
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AAEGILR LAIRAGE place where cattle are housed at markets [n -S] 

AAEGILR REGALIA rights and privileges of king [n REGALIA] 

 

AAEGLRS ALEGARS ALEGAR, sour ale [n] 

AAEGLRS LAAGERS LAAGER, to form defensive encampment [v] 

 

AAEGLSV LAVAGES LAVAGE, washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n] 

AAEGLSV SALVAGE to save from loss or destruction [v -D, -GING, -S] 

 

AAEGMNS MANAGES MANAGE, to control or direct [v] 

AAEGMNS SAGAMEN SAGAMAN, writer of sagas [n] 

 

AAEGMRT MARGATE tropical fish [n -S] 

AAEGMRT REGMATA REGMA, type of fruit [n] 

 

AAEGRST GASTREA gastraea (type of metazoan (any of major division of multicellular animals)) [n -S] 

AAEGRST TEARGAS to subject to gas that irritates eyes [v -SSED, -SSING, -ES, -SSES] 

 

AAEGRSV RAVAGES RAVAGE, to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal) [v] 

AAEGRSV SAVAGER SAVAGE, fierce (violently hostile or aggressive) [adj] 

 

AAEGSSU ASSUAGE to make less severe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

AAEGSSU SAUSAGE finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing [n -S] 

 

AAEGSSV AVGASES AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

AAEGSSV SAVAGES SAVAGE, to attack or treat brutally [v] 

 

AAEGTWY GATEWAY passage that may be closed by gate [n -S] 

AAEGTWY GETAWAY escape [n -S] 

 

AAEILRV REAVAIL to avail again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AAEILRV VELARIA VELARIUM, awning over ancient Roman theater [n] 

 

AAEIMNS AMNESIA loss of memory [n -S] 

AAEIMNS ANEMIAS ANEMIA, disorder of blood [n] 

 

AAEIMNT AMENTIA mental deficiency [n -S] 

AAEIMNT ANIMATE to give life to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

AAEINST ENTASIA spasmodic contraction of muscle [n -S] 

AAEINST TAENIAS TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

 

AAEISTT AETATIS of age of [adj] 

AAEISTT SATIATE to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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AAELLRY ALLAYER one that allays (to reduce in intensity or severity) [n -S] 

AAELLRY AREALLY AREA, particular extent of space or surface [adv] 

 

AAELNPT PLANATE having flat surface [adj] 

AAELNPT PLATANE platan (large tree) [n -S] 

 

AAENOPS APNOEAS APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [n] 

AAENOPS PAESANO fellow countryman [n -NI, -S] 

 

AAENPST ANAPEST type of metrical foot [n -S] 

AAENPST PEASANT person of inferior social rank [n -S] 

 

AAFFIRS AFFAIRS AFFAIR, anything done or to be done [n] 

AAFFIRS RAFFIAS RAFFIA, palm tree [n] 

 

AAFILNT FANTAIL fan-shaped tail or end [n -S] 

AAFILNT TAILFAN fanlike swimming organ at rear of some crustaceans [n -S] 

 

AAGGRST RAGTAGS RAGTAG, riffraff (disreputable element of society) [n] 

AAGGRST TAGRAGS TAGRAG, riffraff (disreputable element of society) [n] 

 

AAGIMNS MAGIANS MAGIAN, magus (magician (one skilled in magic)) [n] 

AAGIMNS SIAMANG large, black gibbon [n -S] 

 

AAGINRS SANGRIA alcoholic beverage [n -S] 

AAGINRS SARANGI stringed instrument of India [n -S] 

 

AAGINST AGAINST in opposition to [prep] 

AAGINST ANTISAG designed to prevent sagging [adj] 

 

AAGLRUU ARUGULA European annual herb [n -S] 

AAGLRUU AUGURAL pertaining to augury (practice of auguring) [adj] 

 

AAGMNRT TANGRAM Chinese puzzle [n -S] 

AAGMNRT TRANGAM gewgaw (showy trinket) [n -S] 

 

AAGNSST SATANGS SATANG, monetary unit of Thailand [n] 

AAGNSST SATSANG sacred gathering in Hinduism [n -S] 

 

AAHIKRS KARAHIS KARAHI, small frying pan used in India [n] 

AAHIKRS SHIKARA light, flat-bottomed boat in Kashmir [n -S] 

 

AAHINST SHAITAN evil spirit [n -S] 

AAHINST TAHINAS TAHINA, tahini (paste of sesame seeds) [n] 
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AAHIPRS PARIAHS PARIAH, social outcast [n] 

AAHIPRS RAPHIAS RAPHIA, raffia (palm tree) [n] 

 

AAHIRSS HARISSA spicy North African sauce [n -S] 

AAHIRSS SHARIAS SHARIA, Islamic law based on Koran [n] 

 

AAHKPSS PASHKAS PASHKA, paskha (Russian dessert eaten at Easter) [n] 

AAHKPSS PASKHAS PASKHA, Russian dessert eaten at Easter [n] 

 

AAHLPST ASPHALT to coat with asphalt (substance used for paving and roofing) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AAHLPST SPATHAL SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

 

AAHMSST ASTHMAS ASTHMA, respiratory disease [n] 

AAHMSST MATSAHS MATSAH, matzo (unleavened bread) [n] 

 

AAHMSTZ HAZMATS HAZMAT, hazardous material [n] 

AAHMSTZ MATZAHS MATZAH, matzo (unleavened bread) [n] 

 

AAIKLLS ALKALIS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

AAIKLLS ALLIAKS ALLIAK, Inuit sledge [n] 

 

AAILLMN LAMINAL speech sound articulated with blade of tongue [n -S] 

AAILLMN MANILLA manila (strong paper) [n -S] 

 

AAILMNR LAMINAR LAMINA, thin plate, scale, or layer [adj] 

AAILMNR RAILMAN railroad employee [n -S] 

 

AAILMRT MARITAL pertaining to marriage (legal union of two persons of opposite or same sex) [adj] 

AAILMRT MARTIAL pertaining to war [adj] 

 

AAILORV OVARIAL ovarian (pertaining to ovary (female reproductive gland)) [adj] 

AAILORV VARIOLA smallpox (virus disease) [n -S] 

 

AAILRST LARIATS LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

AAILRST LATRIAS LATRIA, supreme worship given to God only, in Roman Catholicism [n] 

 

AAILSSV SALIVAS SALIVA, fluid secreted by glands of mouth [n] 

AAILSSV SALVIAS SALVIA, flowering plant [n] 

 

AAIMNRT MARTIAN supposed inhabitant of planet Mars [n -S] 

AAIMNRT TAMARIN South American monkey [n -S] 

 

AAIMRST AMRITAS AMRITA, beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology [n] 

AAIMRST TAMARIS TAMARI, Japanese soy sauce [n] 
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AAINNRV NAVARIN lamb stew with vegetables [n -S] 

AAINNRV NIRVANA blessed state in Buddhism [n -S] 

 

AAINPRS PARIANS PARIAN, hard, white porcelain [n] 

AAINPRS PIRANAS PIRANA, piranha (voracious fish) [n] 

 

AAIRSST ARISTAS ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

AAIRSST TARSIAS TARSIA, intarsia (decorative technique) [n] 

 

AALLNSY ALANYLS ALANYL, univalent radical [n] 

AALLNSY NASALLY through nose [adv] 

 

AALMPRY PALMARY worthy of praise [adj] 

AALMPRY PALMYRA tropical tree [n -S] 

 

AALNPST PLATANS PLATAN, large tree [n] 

AALNPST SALTPAN large pan for making salt by evaporation [n -S] 

 

AALRSST ASTRALS ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

AALRSST TARSALS TARSAL, bone of foot [n] 

 

AAMNORS OARSMAN person who rows boat [n -S] 

AAMNORS RAMONAS RAMONA, plant of mint family [n] 

 

AAMNPRT MANTRAP trap for catching men [n -S] 

AAMNPRT RAMPANT unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj] 

 

ABBBDEL BABBLED BABBLE, to talk idly or excessively [v] 

ABBBDEL BLABBED BLAB, to talk idly [v] 

 

ABBDELS DABBLES DABBLE, to involve oneself in superficial interest [v] 

ABBDELS SLABBED SLAB, to remove slabs (broad, flat pieces) from log [v] 

 

ABBEGLR GABBLER one that gabbles (to jabber (to talk rapidly)) [n -S] 

ABBEGLR GRABBLE to grope (to feel about with hands) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ABBEIRS BARBIES BARBIE, portable fireplace for cooking [n] 

ABBEIRS RABBIES RABBI, Jewish spiritual leader [n] 

 

ABBEIST BABIEST BABY, resembling baby (infant) [adj] 

ABBEIST TABBIES TABBY, to give wavy appearance to [v] 

 

ABBELSU BAUBLES BAUBLE, cheap trinket [n] 

ABBELSU BUBALES BUBALE, bubal (large antelope) [n] 
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ABBOSTY BATBOYS BATBOY, boy who minds baseball equipment [n] 

ABBOSTY BOBSTAY steadying rope [n -S] 

 

ABCCEIR ACERBIC acerb (sour (sharp or biting to taste)) [adj] 

ABCCEIR BRECCIA type of rock [n -S] 

 

ABCCEIS BACCIES BACCY, tobacco (annual herb cultivated for its leaves) [n] 

ABCCEIS SEBACIC derived from certain acid [adj] 

 

ABCDEEL BELACED adorned with lace [adj] 

ABCDEEL DEBACLE sudden collapse [n -S] 

 

ABCDEOR BARCODE automatically scannable geometric identifying code [n -S]   

ABCDEOR BROCADE to weave with raised design [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

ABCDESU ABDUCES ABDUCE, to abduct (to draw away from original position) [v] 

ABCDESU SCUBAED SCUBA, to swim underwater using breathing device with compressed air [v] 

 

ABCEERR ACERBER ACERB, sour (sharp or biting to taste) [adj] 

ABCEERR CEREBRA CEREBRUM, part of brain [n] 

 

ABCEHRT BATCHER one that batches (to bring together) [n -S] 

ABCEHRT BRACHET brach (hound bitch) [n -S] 

 

ABCEILM ALEMBIC apparatus formerly used in distilling [n -S] 

ABCEILM CEMBALI CEMBALO, harpsichord [n] 

 

ABCEILR CALIBER diameter of gun barrel [n -S] 

ABCEILR CALIBRE caliber (diameter of gun barrel) [n -S] 

 

ABCEIRS ASCRIBE to attribute to specified cause, source, or origin [v -D, -BING, -S] 

ABCEIRS CARIBES CARIBE, piranha (voracious fish) [n] 

 

ABCEKST BACKSET setback (defeat) [n -S] 

ABCEKST SETBACK defeat [n -S] 

 

ABCEMRS CAMBERS CAMBER, to arch slightly [v] 

ABCEMRS CRAMBES CRAMBE, annual herb [n] 

 

ABCERSU RUBACES RUBACE, rubasse (variety of quartz) [n] 

ABCERSU SUBRACE subdivision of race [n -S] 

 

ABCKOTU BACKOUT reversal of launching procedures [n -S] 

ABCKOTU OUTBACK isolated rural country [n -S] 
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ABCKSUW BUCKSAW wood-cutting saw [n -S] 

ABCKSUW SAWBUCK sawhorse (rack used to support piece of wood being sawed) [n -S] 

 

ABCMOST COMBATS COMBAT, to fight against [v] 

ABCMOST TOMBACS TOMBAC, alloy of copper and zinc [n] 

 

ABCNORS CARBONS CARBON, nonmetallic element [n] 

ABCNORS CORBANS CORBAN, offering to God [n] 

 

ABDDEOR BOARDED BOARD, to take meals for fixed price [v] 

ABDDEOR ROADBED foundation for railroad track [n -S] 

 

ABDEELT BELATED late or too late [adj] 

ABDEELT BLEATED BLEAT, to utter cry of sheep [v] 

 

ABDEELY BELAYED BELAY, to fasten rope [v] 

ABDEELY DYEABLE capable of being dyed [adj] 

 

ABDEEPR BEDRAPE to drape (to arrange in graceful folds) [v -D, -PING, -S] 

ABDEEPR PREBADE PREBID, to bid beforehand [v] 

 

ABDEESS DEBASES DEBASE, to lower in character, quality, or value [v] 

ABDEESS SEABEDS SEABED, seafloor (bottom of sea) [n] 

 

ABDEEST BESTEAD to help (to give assistance to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABDEEST DEBATES DEBATE, to argue about [v] 

 

ABDEGIR ABRIDGE to reduce length of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

ABDEGIR BRIGADE to group together [v -D, -DING, -S] 

 

ABDEGNO BONDAGE slavery (ownership of one person by another) [n -S] 

ABDEGNO DOGBANE perennial herb [n -S] 

 

ABDEILP BIPEDAL BIPED, two-footed animal [adj] 

ABDEILP PIEBALD spotted animal [n -S] 

 

ABDEILS BALDIES BALDIE, offensive word [n] / BALDY, bald person [n] 

ABDEILS DISABLE to render incapable or unable [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ABDEINR BANDIER BANDY, curved apart at knees [adj] 

ABDEINR BRAINED BRAIN, to hit on head [v] 

 

ABDEINS BANDIES BANDY, to throw to and fro [v] 

ABDEINS BASINED BASIN, large bowl [adj] 
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ABDEIRT REDBAIT to denounce as Communist [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABDEIRT TRIBADE lesbian (female homosexual) [n -S] 

 

ABDELMR MARBLED MARBLE, to give mottled appearance to [v] 

ABDELMR RAMBLED RAMBLE, to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose) [v] 

 

ABDELMS BEDLAMS BEDLAM, confusion [n] 

ABDELMS BELDAMS BELDAM, old woman [n] 

 

ABDELOT BLOATED BLOAT, to swell (to increase in size or volume) [v] 

ABDELOT LOBATED lobate (having lobes (rounded, projecting anatomical part)) [adj] 

 

ABDELRW BRAWLED BRAWL, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

ABDELRW WARBLED WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

 

ABDELTT BATTLED BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

ABDELTT BLATTED BLAT, to bleat (to utter cry of sheep) [v] 

 

ABDENOR BANDORE ancient lute [n -S] 

ABDENOR BROADEN to make broad [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDENRR BRANDER one that brands (to mark with hot iron) [n -S] 

ABDENRR REBRAND to change corporate image of company [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDENSU SUBDEAN subordinate dean [n -S] 

ABDENSU UNBASED not based (to found (find)) [adj] 

 

ABDEOST BOASTED BOAST, to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds) [v] 

ABDEOST SABOTED SABOT, wooden shoe [adj] 

 

ABDERSS BRASSED BRASS, to coat with brass (alloy of copper and zinc) [v] 

ABDERSS SERDABS SERDAB, chamber within ancient Egyptian tomb [n] 

 

ABDERSU DAUBERS DAUBER, one that daubs (to smear (to spread with sticky, greasy, or dirty substance)) [n] 

ABDERSU EARBUDS EARBUD, small earphone [n] 

 

ABDGILN BALDING BALD, to become bald [v] 

ABDGILN BLADING act of skating on in-line skates [n -S] / BLADE, to skate on in-line skates [v] 

 

ABDGINR BARDING BARD, to armor horse [v] / BARDE [v] 

ABDGINR BRIGAND bandit (robber (one that robs (rob))) [n -S] 

 

ABDILRS BRIDALS BRIDAL, wedding (marriage ceremony) [n] 

ABDILRS RIBALDS RIBALD, one who uses crude language [n] 
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ABDNOOR BRADOON bridoon (device used to control horse) [n -S] 

ABDNOOR ONBOARD to train new worker [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABDNOSU ABOUNDS ABOUND, to have large number or amount [v] 

ABDNOSU BAUSOND having white marks [adj] 

 

ABDORSY BOYARDS BOYARD, boyar (former Russian aristocrat) [n] 

ABDORSY BYROADS BYROAD, side road [n] 

 

ABEEGLL GABELLE tax on salt [n -S] 

ABEEGLL GELABLE GEL, to become like jelly [adj] 

 

ABEEGRS BAREGES BAREGE, sheer fabric [n] 

ABEEGRS BARGEES BARGEE, bargeman (master or crew member of barge) [n] 

 

ABEEHNS BANSHEE female spirit [n -S] 

ABEEHNS SHEBEAN shebeen (place where liquor is sold illegally) [n -S] 

 

ABEEKPR BARKEEP bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n -S] 

ABEEKPR PREBAKE to bake beforehand [v -D, -KING, -S] 

 

ABEEKPS BESPAKE BESPEAK, to claim in advance [v] 

ABEEKPS BESPEAK to claim in advance [v -PAKE, -POKE, -POKEN, -ING, -S] 

 

ABEEKRS BEAKERS BEAKER, large cup [n] 

ABEEKRS BERAKES BERAKE, to rake all over [v] 

 

ABEELLR LABELER one that labels (to describe or designate) [n -S] 

ABEELLR RELABEL to label again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

ABEELNS BALEENS BALEEN, whalebone [n] 

ABEELNS ENABLES ENABLE, to make possible [v] 

 

ABEELRR BLEARER BLEAR, dim (obscure (dark or indistinct)) [adj] 

ABEELRR ERRABLE ERR, to make mistake [adj] 

 

ABEELRT BLEATER one that bleats (to utter cry of sheep) [n -S] 

ABEELRT RETABLE raised shelf above altar [n -S] 

 

ABEEMRS AMBEERS AMBEER, tobacco juice [n] 

ABEEMRS BESMEAR to smear over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABEERTT ABETTER abettor (one that abets (to encourage and support)) [n -S] 

ABEERTT BERETTA biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 
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ABEFIRT BAREFIT barefoot (being without shoes) [adj] 

ABEFIRT FIBRATE lipid regulator [n -S]   

 

ABEFORR FORBARE FORBEAR, to refrain from [v] 

ABEFORR FORBEAR to refrain from [v -BARE, -BORE, -BORNE, -ING, -S] 

 

ABEGGRS BAGGERS BAGGER, one that bags (to put into bag (flexible container)) [n] 

ABEGGRS BEGGARS BEGGAR, to impoverish [v] 

 

ABEGLMR GAMBLER one that gambles (to play game of chance for money or valuables) [n -S] 

ABEGLMR GAMBREL part of horse's leg [n -S] 

 

ABEGLSU BELUGAS BELUGA, white sturgeon [n] 

ABEGLSU BLAGUES BLAGUE, pretentious nonsense [n] 

 

ABEGNRS BANGERS BANGER, sausage (finely chopped and seasoned meat stuffed into casing) [n] 

ABEGNRS GRABENS GRABEN, depression of earth's crust [n] 

 

ABEHLRT BLATHER to talk foolishly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ABEHLRT HALBERT halberd (axlike weapon of 15th and 16th centuries) [n -S] 

 

ABEHRSS BASHERS BASHER, one that bashes (to smash (to shatter violently)) [n] 

ABEHRSS BRASHES BRASH, mass of fragments [n] 

 

ABEIKRR BARKIER BARKY, covered with bark (tough outer covering of root or stem) [adj] 

ABEIKRR BRAKIER BRAKY, abounding in shrubs or ferns [adj] 

 

ABEILMR BALMIER BALMY, mild (not harsh or rough) [adj] 

ABEILMR LAMBIER LAMBY, resembling lamb [adj] 

 

ABEILMS ABLEISM prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n -S] 

ABEILMS LAMBIES LAMBIE, lambkin (small lamb) [n] 

 

ABEILRT LIBRATE to move from side to side [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ABEILRT TRIABLE subject to judicial examination [adj] 

 

ABEILRW BRAWLIE splendidly (in splendid (magnificent) manner) [adv] 

ABEILRW WIRABLE WIRE, to fasten with wire (slender rod, strand, or thread of ductile metal) [adj] 

 

ABEINST BANTIES BANTY, bantam (small fowl) [n] 

ABEINST BASINET medieval helmet [n -S] 

 

ABEIRRT ARBITER one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [n -S] 

ABEIRRT RAREBIT cheese dish [n -S] 
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ABEIRRZ BIZARRE strangely striped flower [n -S] 

ABEIRRZ BRAZIER one who works in brass [n -S] 

 

ABEIRSS BRAISES BRAISE, to cook in fat [v] 

ABEIRSS BRASSIE golf club [n -S] 

 

ABEISTT BATISTE sheer fabric [n -S] 

ABEISTT BISTATE pertaining to two states [adj] 

 

ABELLRU RUBELLA virus disease [n -S] 

ABELLRU RULABLE RULE, to exercise control over [adj] 

 

ABELLTU BALLUTE small inflatable parachute [n -S] 

ABELLTU BULLATE blistered in appearance [adj] 

 

ABELMRR MARBLER one that marbles (to give mottled appearance to) [n -S] 

ABELMRR RAMBLER one that rambles (to wander (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n -S] 

 

ABELNSU NEBULAS NEBULA, cloud-like interstellar mass [n] 

ABELNSU UNBALES UNBALE, to loosen from compressed bundle [v] 

 

ABELNTU ABLUENT cleansing agent [n -S] 

ABELNTU TUNABLE capable of being tuned [adj] 

 

ABELORT BLOATER smoked herring [n -S] 

ABELORT RETABLO retable (raised shelf above altar) [n -S] 

 

ABELOST BOATELS BOATEL, waterside hotel [n] 

ABELOST OBLATES OBLATE, layman residing in monastery [n] 

 

ABELOTW TEABOWL teacup having no handle [n -S] 

ABELOTW TOWABLE TOW, to pull by means of rope or chain [adj] 

 

ABELRRW BRAWLER fighter (one that fights (to attempt to defeat adversary)) [n -S] 

ABELRRW WARBLER one that warbles (to sing with melodic embellishments) [n -S] 

 

ABELRSS BARLESS having no restraints [adj] 

ABELRSS BRALESS wearing no bra [adj] 

 

ABELRSW BAWLERS BAWLER, one that bawls (to cry loudly) [n] 

ABELRSW WARBLES WARBLE, to sing with melodic embellishments [v] 

 

ABELSST SABLEST SABLE, dark, gloomy [adj] 

ABELSST STABLES STABLE, to put in stable (shelter for domestic animals) [v] 
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ABELSTT BATTLES BATTLE, to fight (to attempt to defeat adversary) [v] 

ABELSTT TABLETS TABLET, to inscribe on small, flat surface [v] 

 

ABEMNOS AMBONES AMBO, pulpit in early Christian church [n] 

ABEMNOS BEMOANS BEMOAN, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

 

ABENORT BARONET holder of rank below that of baron [n -S] 

ABENORT REBOANT resounding loudly [adj] 

 

ABEORRT ABORTER one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n -S] 

ABEORRT TABORER one that tabors (to beat on small drum) [n -S] 

 

ABEORTT ABETTOR one that abets (to encourage and support) [n -S] 

ABEORTT TABORET small drum [n -S] 

 

ABERRST BARRETS BARRET, flat cap [n] 

ABERRST BARTERS BARTER, to trade (to give in exchange for another commodity) [v] 

 

ABERSST BASTERS BASTER, one that bastes (to sew loosely together) [n] 

ABERSST BREASTS BREAST, to confront boldly [v] 

 

ABERSTU ARBUTES ARBUTE, evergreen tree [n] 

ABERSTU BURSATE pertaining to bursa (bodily pouch) [adj] 

 

ABERSTY BARYTES BARYTE, barite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

ABERSTY BETRAYS BETRAY, to aid enemy of [v] 

 

ABESSST BASSEST BASS, deep-sounding [adj] 

ABESSST BASSETS BASSET, to outcrop (to protrude above soil) [v] 

 

ABFGLSU BAGFULS BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

ABFGLSU BAGSFUL BAGFUL, as much as bag can hold [n] 

 

ABGGINR BARGING BARGE, to move by barge (long, large boat) [v] 

ABGGINR GARBING GARB, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

 

ABGIKNR BARKING BARK, to cry like dog [v] 

ABGIKNR BRAKING BRAKE, to slow down or stop [v] 

 

ABGIKNS BAKINGS BAKING, quantity baked [n] 

ABGIKNS BASKING BASK, to lie in pleasant warmth [v] 

 

ABGILNS ABLINGS ablins (perhaps) [adv] 

ABGILNS BALINGS BALING, forming of something into tight bundles [n] 
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ABGILNW BAWLING BAWL, to cry loudly [v] 

ABGILNW BLAWING BLAW, to blow (to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon))) [v] 

 

ABGINOS BAGNIOS BAGNIO, brothel (house of prostitution) [n] 

ABGINOS GABIONS GABION, type of basket (wooden container) [n] 

 

ABGINTU ANTIBUG effective against bugs [adj] 

ABGINTU TABUING TABU, to taboo (to exclude from use, approach, or mention) [v] 

 

ABGNORS BARONGS BARONG, broad knife [n] 

ABGNORS BROGANS BROGAN, heavy shoe [n] 

 

ABHKRSU BURKHAS BURKHA, burka (long loose outer garment worn by some Muslim women) [n] 

ABHKRSU KURBASH to flog with leather whip [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ABHMRSU RHUMBAS RHUMBA, to rumba (to perform ballroom dance) [v] 

ABHMRSU SAMBHUR sambar (large Asian deer) [n -S] 

 

ABIKLLY BALKILY BALKY, stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adv] 

ABIKLLY LIKABLY LIKABLE, pleasant (pleasing) [adv] 

 

ABILOPR BIPOLAR having two poles [adj] 

ABILOPR PARBOIL to cook partially by boiling for short time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ABILOTU BAILOUT act of parachuting from aircraft [n -S] 

ABILOTU TABOULI Lebanese salad containing bulgur wheat, tomatoes, parsley, onions, and mint [n -S] 

 

ABILRSU BURIALS BURIAL, act of burying (to put in ground and cover with earth) [n] 

ABILRSU RAILBUS passenger car equipped for operation on rails [n -ES, -SSES] 

 

ABIMPST BAPTISM Christian ceremony [n -S] 

ABIMPST BITMAPS BITMAP, to represent something as bitmap (array of bits) [v] 

 

ABLMRSU LABRUMS LABRUM, lip or liplike structure [n] 

ABLMRSU LUMBARS LUMBAR, anatomical part situated near loins [n] 

 

ABLORSU LABOURS LABOUR, to labor (to work (to exert one's powers of body or mind for some purpose)) [v] 

ABLORSU SUBORAL situated under mouth [adj] 

 

ABNRSTU NUTBARS NUTBAR, bar made from chopped nuts [n] 

ABNRSTU TURBANS TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [n] 

 

ACCDEKL CACKLED CACKLE, to make sound of hen [v] 

ACCDEKL CLACKED CLACK, to make abrupt, dry sound [v] 
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ACCDIOT CACTOID CACTUS, plant native to arid regions [adj] 

ACCDIOT OCTADIC OCTAD, group of eight [adj] 

 

ACCEHIL CALICHE mineral deposit [n -S] 

ACCEHIL CHALICE drinking cup [n -S] 

 

ACCEHNR CHANCER opportunist [n -S] 

ACCEHNR CHANCRE hard-based sore [n -S] 

 

ACCEHOR CAROCHE stately carriage [n -S] 

ACCEHOR COACHER one that coaches (to tutor or train) [n -S] 

 

ACCEHST CACHETS CACHET, to print design on envelope [v] 

ACCEHST CATCHES CATCH, to capture after pursuit [v] 

 

ACCEILS CALICES CALIX, cup [n] 

ACCEILS CELIACS CELIAC, one that has chronic nutritional disturbance [n] 

 

ACCEIMR CERAMIC item made of baked clay [n -S] 

ACCEIMR RACEMIC pertaining to racemate (chemical salt) [adj] 

 

ACCEINO COCAINE narcotic alkaloid [n -S] 

ACCEINO OCEANIC OCEAN, vast body of salt water that covers most of earth's surface [adj] 

 

ACCELLY CALYCLE outer calyx [n -S] 

ACCELLY CECALLY CECUM, bodily cavity with one opening [adv] 

 

ACCELSY CALYCES CALYX, outer protective covering of flower [n] 

ACCELSY CYCLASE enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

 

ACCERSU ACCRUES ACCRUE, to come as increase or addition [v] 

ACCERSU ACCUSER one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n -S] 

 

ACCHOPU CAPOUCH capuche (hood or cowl) [n -ES] 

ACCHOPU PACHUCO flashy Mexican-American youth [n -S] 

 

ACCIIST ASCITIC ASCITES, accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [adj] 

ACCIIST SCIATIC nerve, vein, or artery situated near hip [n -S] 

 

ACCILNO CONICAL shaped like cone [adj] 

ACCILNO LACONIC using minimum of words [adj] 

 

ACCISTT TACTICS TACTIC, maneuver for gaining objective [n] 

ACCISTT TICTACS TICTAC, to ticktock (to make ticking sound of clock) [v] 
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ACCKOSS CASSOCK long garment worn by clergymen [n -S] 

ACCKOSS COSSACK Russian cavalryman [n -S] 

 

ACDDIST ADDICTS ADDICT, to devote or surrender to something habitually or compulsively [v] 

ACDDIST DIDACTS DIDACT, didactic person [n] 

 

ACDEEFR DEFACER one that defaces (to mar appearance of) [n -S] 

ACDEEFR REFACED REFACE, to repair outer surface of [v] 

 

ACDEELN CLEANED CLEAN, to rid of dirt or stain [v] 

ACDEELN ENLACED ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

 

ACDEENS DECANES DECANE, hydrocarbon [n] 

ACDEENS ENCASED ENCASE, to enclose in case [v] 

 

ACDEERS CREASED CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

ACDEERS DECARES DECARE, dekare (measure equal to ten ares) [n] 

 

ACDEFIN FACIEND number to be multiplied by another [n -S] 

ACDEFIN FANCIED FANCY, to take liking to [v] 

 

ACDEFRT CRAFTED CRAFT, to make by hand [v] 

ACDEFRT FRACTED broken (shattered) [adj] 

 

ACDEGLN CLANGED CLANG, to ring loudly [v] 

ACDEGLN GLANCED GLANCE, to look quickly [v] 

 

ACDEGNO CONGAED CONGA, to perform conga (Latin-American dance) [v] 

ACDEGNO DECAGON ten-sided polygon [n -S] 

 

ACDEHIN CHAINED CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

ACDEHIN ECHIDNA spiny anteater [n -E, -S] 

 

ACDEHKL CHALKED CHALK, to mark with chalk (soft limestone) [v] 

ACDEHKL HACKLED HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

 

ACDEHMR CHARMED CHARM, to attract irresistibly [v] 

ACDEHMR MARCHED MARCH, to walk in formal military manner [v] 

 

ACDEHNR ENDARCH formed from center outward [adj] 

ACDEHNR RANCHED RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

 

ACDEHRS CRASHED CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

ACDEHRS ECHARDS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 
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ACDEINR CAIRNED CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

ACDEINR DANCIER DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

 

ACDEINS CANDIES CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

ACDEINS INCASED INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

 

ACDEIOS COADIES COADY, sauce made from molasses [n] 

ACDEIOS CODEIAS CODEIA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

 

ACDEIRR ACRIDER ACRID, sharp and harsh to taste or smell [adj] 

ACDEIRR CARRIED CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

 

ACDEIRS RADICES RADIX, root of plant [n] 

ACDEIRS SIDECAR passenger car attached to motorcycle [n -S] 

 

ACDEKLT TACKLED TACKLE, to seize and throw to ground [v] 

ACDEKLT TALCKED TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

 

ACDELNS CALENDS first day of Roman month [n CALENDS] 

ACDELNS CANDLES CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 

 

ACDELOS COLEADS COLEAD, to lead jointly [v] 

ACDELOS SOLACED SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

 

ACDELPS CLASPED CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

ACDELPS SCALPED SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

 

ACDELRS CRADLES CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

ACDELRS RECLADS RECLAD, RECLOTHE, to clothe again [v] 

 

ACDELSS CLASSED CLASS, to classify (to arrange according to characteristics) [v] 

ACDELSS DECLASS to lower in status [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACDELSU CAUDLES CAUDLE, warm beverage [n] 

ACDELSU CEDULAS CEDULA, Philippine tax [n] 

 

ACDEMPS DECAMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

ACDEMPS SCAMPED SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

 

ACDENOS ACNODES ACNODE, element of mathematical set that is isolated from other elements [n] 

ACDENOS DEACONS DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

 

ACDENRU DURANCE restraint by or as if by physical force [n -S] 

ACDENRU UNCARED not properly taken care of [adj] 
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ACDEORT CORDATE heart-shaped [adj] 

ACDEORT REDCOAT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

 

ACDERRS CARDERS CARDER, one that does carding [n] 

ACDERRS SCARRED SCAR, to form scar (mark left by healing of injured tissue) [v] 

 

ACDERST REDACTS REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

ACDERST SCARTED SCART, to scratch (to make thin, shallow cut or mark on) [v] 

 

ACDERTU CURATED CURATE, to act as curator of [v] 

ACDERTU TRADUCE to defame (to attack good name of) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACDIIRT TRIACID type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

ACDIIRT TRIADIC member of triad [n -S] 

 

ACDILNU DULCIAN early type of bassoon [n -S] 

ACDILNU INCUDAL pertaining to incus (bone in middle ear) [adj] 

 

ACDIOPR PARODIC comically imitative [adj] 

ACDIOPR PICADOR horseman in bullfight [n -ES, -S] 

 

ACDIORS CARDIOS CARDIO, exercise involving heart and blood vessels [n] 

ACDIORS SARCOID disease of horses [n -S] 

 

ACEEFIN FAIENCE variety of glazed pottery [n -S] 

ACEEFIN FIANCEE woman engaged to be married [n -S] 

 

ACEEHNS ACHENES ACHENE, type of fruit [n] 

ACEEHNS ENCHASE to place in ornamental setting [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ACEEHPR CHEAPER CHEAP, inexpensive [adj] 

ACEEHPR PEACHER one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n -S] 

 

ACEEHPS CAPEESH capisce (used to ask if one understands) [interj] 

ACEEHPS PEACHES PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

 

ACEEHST ESCHEAT to confiscate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEEHST TEACHES TEACH, to impart knowledge or skill to [v] 

 

ACEELNR CLEANER CLEAN, free from dirt or stain [adj] / one that cleans (to rid of dirt or stain) [n -S] 

ACEELNR RECLEAN to clean again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEELNV ENCLAVE to enclose within foreign territory [v -D, -VING, -S] 

ACEELNV VALENCE degree of combining power of element or radical [n -S] 
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ACEELPR PERCALE cotton fabric [n -S] 

ACEELPR REPLACE to take place of [v -D, -CING, -S] 

 

ACEEMRR AMERCER one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n -S] 

ACEEMRR CREAMER cream pitcher [n -S] 

 

ACEEMRS AMERCES AMERCE, to punish by imposing arbitrary fine [v] 

ACEEMRS RACEMES RACEME, mode of arrangement of flowers along axis [n] 

 

ACEENST CETANES CETANE, diesel fuel [n] 

ACEENST TENACES TENACE, combination of two high cards in some card games [n] 

 

ACEEOST ACETOSE acetous (tasting like vinegar) [adj] 

ACEEOST COATEES COATEE, small coat [n] 

 

ACEEPRR CAPERER one that capers (to frolic (to play and run about merrily)) [n -S] 

ACEEPRR PRERACE preceding race [adj] 

 

ACEERRS CAREERS CAREER, to go at full speed [v] 

ACEERRS CREASER one that creases (to make fold or wrinkle in) [n -S] 

 

ACEERTX EXACTER EXACT, precise (sharply and clearly defined or stated) [adj] / one that exacts (to force payment or yielding of) [n -S] 

ACEERTX EXCRETA excreted matter [n EXCRETA] 

 

ACEFIRS FARCIES FARCY, disease of horses [n] 

ACEFIRS FIACRES FIACRE, small carriage [n] 

 

ACEFRRS FARCERS FARCER, farceur (joker (one that jokes (joke))) [n] 

ACEFRRS SCARFER one that eats or drinks voraciously [n -S] 

 

ACEFRRT CRAFTER one that crafts (to make by hand) [n -S] 

ACEFRRT REFRACT to deflect in particular manner, as ray of light [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEFRTU FACTURE act of making something [n -S] 

ACEFRTU FURCATE to divide into branches [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACEGHRS CHARGES CHARGE, to accuse formally [v] 

ACEGHRS GACHERS GACHER, gatcher (one that gatches (to behave boastfully)) [n] 

 

ACEGILR GLACIER huge mass of ice [n -S] 

ACEGILR GRACILE gracefully slender [adj] 

 

ACEGINS CEASING CEASE, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

ACEGINS INCAGES INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 
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ACEGLNR CLANGER blunder [n -S] 

ACEGLNR GLANCER one that glances (to look quickly) [n -S] 

 

ACEGNOT COAGENT person, force, or other agent working together with another [n -S] 

ACEGNOT COGNATE one that is related to another [n -S] 

 

ACEGNSU CANGUES CANGUE, ancient Chinese punishing device [n] 

ACEGNSU UNCAGES UNCAGE, to release from cage [v] 

 

ACEHHST CHETAHS CHETAH, cheetah (swift-running wildcat) [n] 

ACEHHST HATCHES HATCH, to bring forth young from egg [v] 

 

ACEHILL CHALLIE challis (light fabric) [n -S] 

ACEHILL HELICAL shaped like helix [adj] 

 

ACEHINR ARCHINE Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

ACEHINR CHAINER chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

 

ACEHIPT APHETIC APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [adj] 

ACEHIPT HEPATIC drug acting on liver [n -S] 

 

ACEHIRS CAHIERS CAHIER, notebook (book in which to write) [n] 

ACEHIRS CASHIER to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEHIST ACHIEST ACHY, aching [adj] 

ACEHIST AITCHES AITCH, letter H [n] 

 

ACEHKLS HACKLES HACKLE, to hack (to cut or chop roughly) [v] 

ACEHKLS SHACKLE to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

 

ACEHLNR CHARNEL room where corpses are placed [n -S] 

ACEHLNR LARCHEN LARCH, coniferous tree [adj] 

 

ACEHLRS CLASHER one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n -S] 

ACEHLRS LARCHES LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

 

ACEHLTT CHATTEL slave [n -S] 

ACEHLTT LATCHET thong used to fasten shoe [n -S] 

 

ACEHMRR CHARMER one that charms (to attract irresistibly) [n -S] 

ACEHMRR MARCHER one that marches (to walk in formal military manner) [n -S] 

 

ACEHMRT MATCHER one that matches (to set in competition or opposition) [n -S] 

ACEHMRT REMATCH to match again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 
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ACEHNRT CHANTER one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

ACEHNRT TRANCHE portion [n -S] 

 

ACEHPRS EPARCHS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

ACEHPRS PARCHES PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

 

ACEHPRY EPARCHY district of modern Greece [n -HIES] 

ACEHPRY PREACHY tending to preach [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

 

ACEHPST HEPCATS HEPCAT, jazz enthusiast [n] 

ACEHPST PATCHES PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

 

ACEHRRS ARCHERS ARCHER, one that shoots with bow and arrow [n] 

ACEHRRS CRASHER one that crashes (to collide noisily) [n -S] 

 

ACEHRRT CHARTER to lease or hire [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEHRRT RECHART to chart again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEHRTT CHATTER to talk rapidly and trivially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEHRTT RATCHET to increase or decrease by small amounts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACEHSST SACHETS SACHET, small bag containing perfumed powder [n] 

ACEHSST SCATHES SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

 

ACEILMT CLIMATE weather conditions characteristic of area [n -S] 

ACEILMT METICAL monetary unit of Mozambique [n -AIS, -S] 

 

ACEILPR CALIPER to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEILPR REPLICA close copy or reproduction [n -S] 

 

ACEILPS PLAICES PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

ACEILPS SPECIAL of distinct kind or character [adj -ER, -EST] / special person or thing [n -S] 

 

ACEILTT LATTICE to form structure consisting of interlaced strips of material [v -D, -CING, -S] 

ACEILTT TACTILE pertaining to sense of touch [adj] 

 

ACEIMNS AMNESIC amnesiac (one suffering from amnesia) [n -S] 

ACEIMNS CINEMAS CINEMA, motion-picture theater [n] 

 

ACEIMST METICAS METICA, metical (monetary unit of Mozambique) [n]   

ACEIMST SEMATIC serving as warning [adj] 

 

ACEINNR CANNIER CANNIE, canny (prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment)) [adj] / CANNY [adj] 

ACEINNR NARCEIN narceine (opium derivative) [n -S] 
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ACEINNS CANINES CANINE, dog [n] 

ACEINNS ENCINAS ENCINA, evergreen oak [n] 

 

ACEINOP APNOEIC APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

ACEINOP PAEONIC PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

 

ACEINST ACETINS ACETIN, chemical compound [n] 

ACEINST CINEAST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

 

ACEINTT NICTATE to wink (to close and open one eye quickly) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ACEINTT TETANIC drug capable of causing convulsions [n -S] 

 

ACEIORS ORACIES ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] 

ACEIORS SCORIAE SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

 

ACEIPPR CRAPPIE edible fish [n -S] 

ACEIPPR EPICARP outer layer of pericarp [n -S] 

 

ACEIPRS SCRAPIE disease of sheep [n -S] 

ACEIPRS SPACIER SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

 

ACEIPRT PARETIC one affected with paresis [n -S] 

ACEIPRT PICRATE chemical salt [n -S] 

 

ACEIPSZ CAPIZES CAPIZ, bivalve mollusk [n] 

ACEIPSZ CAPSIZE to overturn (to turn over) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

 

ACEIRRS CARRIES CARRY, to convey from one place to another [v] 

ACEIRRS SCARIER SCAREY, scary (frightening) [adj] / SCARY [adj] 

 

ACEIRRT CIRRATE having cirri (tendril or similar part) [adj] 

ACEIRRT ERRATIC eccentric person [n -S] 

 

ACEIRSV VARICES VARIX, varicose vein [n] 

ACEIRSV VISCERA VISCUS, internal organ [n] 

 

ACEISST ASCITES accumulation of serous fluid in abdomen [n -S] 

ACEISST ECTASIS lengthening of usually short syllable [n -SES] 

 

ACEISTT CATTIES CATTIE, Asian unit of weight [n] 

ACEISTT STATICE flowering plant [n -S] 

 

ACEKLNS CANKLES CANKLE, thick ankle [n]   

ACEKLNS SLACKEN to make less tight or taut [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ACEKNRS CANKERS CANKER, to affect with ulcerous sores [v] 

ACEKNRS SNACKER one that snacks (to eat light meal) [n -S] 

 

ACEKPRS PACKERS PACKER, one that packs (to put into receptacle for transportation or storage) [n] 

ACEKPRS REPACKS REPACK, to pack again [v] 

 

ACEKRRS RACKERS RACKER, one that racks (to place in type of framework) [n] 

ACEKRRS RERACKS RERACK, to rack again [v] 

 

ACEKRRT RETRACK to track again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACEKRRT TRACKER one that tracks (to follow marks left by animal, person, or vehicle) [n -S] 

 

ACEKRSS SACKERS SACKER, one that sacks (to put into sack (large bag)) [n] 

ACEKRSS SCREAKS SCREAK, to screech (to utter harsh, shrill cry) [v] 

 

ACELLOR CORELLA small cockatoo [n -S] 

ACELLOR OCELLAR pertaining to ocellus (minute simple eye) [adj] 

 

ACELLOS CALLOSE part of plant cell wall [n -S] 

ACELLOS LOCALES LOCALE, locality (area or neighborhood) [n] 

 

ACELMST CALMEST CALM, free from agitation [adj] 

ACELMST CAMLETS CAMLET, durable fabric [n] 

 

ACELMSU ALMUCES ALMUCE, hooded cape [n] 

ACELMSU MACULES MACULE, to mackle (to blur in printing) [v] 

 

ACELNPS ENCLASP to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACELNPS SPANCEL to bind or fetter with rope [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

 

ACELORT CROTALE small cymbal [n -S] 

ACELORT LOCATER one that locates (to determine position of) [n -S] 

 

ACELOSV ALCOVES ALCOVE, recessed section of room [n] 

ACELOSV COEVALS COEVAL, one of same era or period as another [n] 

 

ACELPST CAPLETS CAPLET, coated tablet [n] 

ACELPST PLACETS PLACET, vote of assent [n] 

 

ACELQRU CLAQUER claqueur (member of claque) [n -S] 

ACELQRU LACQUER to coat with glossy substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACELQSU CALQUES CALQUE, to model word's meaning upon that of analogous word in another language [v] 

ACELQSU CLAQUES CLAQUE, group of hired applauders [n] 
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ACELRSU RECUSAL act of recusing (to disqualify or challenge as judge in particular case) [n -S] 

ACELRSU SECULAR layman (member of laity) [n -S] 

 

ACEMPRS CAMPERS CAMPER, one that camps (to live in open) [n] 

ACEMPRS SCAMPER to run playfully about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACENNOS ANCONES ANCON, elbow [n] / ANCONE [n] 

ACENNOS SONANCE sound [n -S] 

 

ACENNRS CANNERS CANNER, one that cans food [n] 

ACENNRS SCANNER one that scans (to examine closely) [n -S] 

 

ACENRSS ANCRESS female recluse [n -ES] 

ACENRSS CASERNS CASERN, barracks for soldiers [n] 

 

ACENRSV CAVERNS CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

ACENRSV CRAVENS CRAVEN, to make cowardly [v] 

 

ACENRTU CENTAUR mythological creature [n -S] 

ACENRTU UNCRATE to remove from crate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

 

ACENSSU UNCASES UNCASE, to remove from case [v] 

ACENSSU USANCES USANCE, usage (firmly established and generally accepted practice or procedure) [n] 

 

ACEOPST CAPOTES CAPOTE, hooded cloak or overcoat [n] 

ACEOPST TOECAPS TOECAP, covering for tip of shoe or boot [n] 

 

ACEORRS ARROCES ARROZ, rice [n] 

ACEORRS COARSER COARSE, rough (having uneven surface) [adj] 

 

ACEORRT CREATOR one that creates (to cause to exist) [n -S] 

ACEORRT REACTOR one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

 

ACEORSU ACEROUS acerose (needle-shaped) [adj] 

ACEORSU CAROUSE to engage in carousal [v -D, -SING, -S] 

 

ACEOSTU ACETOUS tasting like vinegar [adj] 

ACEOSTU COTEAUS COTEAU, higher ground of region [n] 

 

ACEOSTV AVOCETS AVOCET, shore bird [n] 

ACEOSTV OCTAVES OCTAVE, type of musical interval [n] 

 

ACEPRSU APERCUS APERCU, brief summary [n] 

ACEPRSU SCAUPER engraving tool [n -S] 
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ACEPSTU CUSPATE CUSP, pointed end [adj] 

ACEPSTU TEACUPS TEACUP, cup in which tea is served [n] 

 

ACEQSSU CASQUES CASQUE, helmet [n] 

ACEQSSU SACQUES SACQUE, loose-fitting dress [n] 

 

ACERRSS CRASSER CRASS, grossly vulgar or stupid [adj] 

ACERRSS SCARERS SCARER, one that scares (to frighten (to make afraid)) [n] 

 

ACERRSV CARVERS CARVER, one that carves (to form by cutting) [n] 

ACERRSV CRAVERS CRAVER, one that craves (to desire greatly) [n] 

 

ACESSTU CAESTUS cestus (belt or girdle) [n -S] 

ACESSTU CUESTAS CUESTA, type of land elevation [n] 

 

ACESSUY CAUSEYS CAUSEY, paved road [n] 

ACESSUY CAYUSES CAYUSE, Indian pony [n] 

 

ACESTTU ACUTEST ACUTE, marked by sharpness or severity [adj] 

ACESTTU SCUTATE shaped like shield [adj] 

 

ACFFOST CASTOFF discarded person or thing [n -S] 

ACFFOST OFFCAST castoff (discarded person or thing) [n -S] 

 

ACFIMOR ACIFORM needle-shaped [adj] 

ACFIMOR FORMICA trademark [n -S] 

 

ACFLNOS FALCONS FALCON, bird of prey [n] 

ACFLNOS FLACONS FLACON, small stoppered bottle [n] 

 

ACFLNSU CANFULS CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

ACFLNSU CANSFUL CANFUL, as much as can holds [n] 

 

ACGHINS CASHING CASH, to convert into cash (ready money) [v] 

ACGHINS CHASING design engraved on metal [n -S] / CHASE, to pursue (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [v] 

 

ACGHINW CHAWING CHAW, to chew (to crush or grind with teeth) [v] 

ACGHINW CHINWAG to gossip (to talk idly about affairs of others) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

 

ACGIKLN CALKING material used to calk [n -S] / CALK, to caulk (to make seams of ship watertight) [v] 

ACGIKLN LACKING LACK, to be without [v] 

 

ACGIKNS CASKING CASK, to store in cask (strong barrel) [v] 

ACGIKNS SACKING material for making sacks [n -S] / SACK, to put into sack (large bag) [v] 
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ACGILNS LACINGS LACING, contrasting marginal band of color [n] 

ACGILNS SCALING formation of scales on skin [n -S] / SCALE, to climb up or over [v] 

 

ACGILNT CATLING surgical knife [n -S] 

ACGILNT TALCING TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [v] 

 

ACGINOT COATING covering layer [n -S] / COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] 

ACGINOT COTINGA tropical bird [n -S] 

 

ACGINPR CARPING act of one who carps [n -S] / CARP, to find fault unreasonably [v] 

ACGINPR CRAPING CRAPE, to crepe (to frizz hair) [v] 

 

ACGINRV CARVING carved figure or design [n -S] / CARVE, to form by cutting [v] 

ACGINRV CRAVING great desire [n -S] / CRAVE, to desire greatly [v] 

 

ACGINST ACTINGS ACTING, occupation of actor [n] 

ACGINST CASTING something made in mold [n -S] / CAST, to throw with force [v] 

 

ACGINSU CAUSING CAUSE, to bring about [v] 

ACGINSU SAUCING SAUCE, to season with sauce (flavorful liquid dressing) [v] 

 

ACGIRST GASTRIC pertaining to stomach [adj] 

ACGIRST TRAGICS TRAGIC, element of drama that produces tragedy [n] 

 

ACHILOS LOCHIAS LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

ACHILOS SCHOLIA SCHOLIUM, explanatory marginal note [n] 

 

ACHILRS ARCHILS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

ACHILRS CARLISH resembling carl (peasant (person of inferior social rank)) [adj] 

 

ACHIMOS CHAMISO flowering shrub [n -S] 

ACHIMOS CHAMOIS soft leather [n CHAMOIX] / to prepare leather like chamois [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

 

ACHIMSS CHIASMS CHIASM, chiasma (anatomical junction) [n] 

ACHIMSS SIMCHAS SIMCHA, Jewish private party [n] 

 

ACHIORT CHARIOT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACHIORT HARICOT seed of various string beans [n -S] 

 

ACHISTT CATTISH catty (catlike; spiteful) [adj] 

ACHISTT TACHIST action painter [n -S] 

 

ACHKOSS HASSOCK footstool [n -S] 

ACHKOSS SHACKOS SHACKO, shako (type of military hat) [n] 
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ACHLORS CHORALS CHORAL, chorale (hymn that is sung in unison) [n] 

ACHLORS SCHOLAR learned person [n -S] 

 

ACHMNOR MONARCH absolute ruler [n -S] 

ACHMNOR NOMARCH head of nome [n -S] 

 

ACHNNOS CHANSON song (musical composition written or adapted for singing) [n -S] 

ACHNNOS NONCASH other than cash [adj] 

 

ACHNRUY RAUNCHY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] 

ACHNRUY UNCHARY not chary (cautious (exercising prudence to avoid danger)) [adj] 

 

ACHOPRS CARHOPS CARHOP, to serve customers at drive-in restaurant [v] 

ACHOPRS COPRAHS COPRAH, copra (dried coconut meat) [n] 

 

ACIILNS INCISAL being cutting edge of tooth [adj] 

ACIILNS SALICIN chemical compound [n -S] 

 

ACIILSS LIASSIC of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

ACIILSS SILICAS SILICA, form of silicon [n] 

 

ACIKNST ANTICKS ANTICK, to antic (to act in clownish manner) [v] 

ACIKNST CATKINS CATKIN, flower cluster [n] 

 

ACILMPS PLASMIC PLASMA, liquid part of blood [adj] 

ACILMPS PSALMIC of or pertaining to psalm [adj] 

 

ACILNOS ALNICOS ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

ACILNOS OILCANS OILCAN, can for applying lubricating oil [n] 

 

ACILNPS CAPLINS CAPLIN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 

ACILNPS INCLASP to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACILNST CATLINS CATLIN, catling (surgical knife) [n] 

ACILNST TINCALS TINCAL, crude borax [n] 

 

ACILOST CITOLAS CITOLA, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

ACILOST STOICAL STOIC, one who is indifferent to pleasure or pain [adj] 

 

ACILTTY CATTILY in catty (catlike; spiteful) manner [adv] 

ACILTTY TACITLY TACIT, unspoken [adv] 

 

ACIMNOR MARCONI two-way radio [n -S] 

ACIMNOR MINORCA any of breed of large domestic fowls [n -S] 
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ACIMNRU CRANIUM skull [n -IA, -S] 

ACIMNRU CUMARIN coumarin (chemical compound) [n -S] 

 

ACIMOPT APOMICT organism produced by apomixis [n -S] 

ACIMOPT POTAMIC pertaining to rivers (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

 

ACINNOT ACTINON isotope of radon [n -S] 

ACINNOT CONTAIN to hold within [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACINNST INCANTS INCANT, to utter ritually [v] 

ACINNST STANNIC pertaining to tin [adj] 

 

ACINOPT CAPTION to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACINOPT PACTION pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

 

ACINORT CAROTIN carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

ACINORT CORTINA membrane on some mushrooms [n -S] 

 

ACINOTU AUCTION to sell publicly to highest bidder [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACINOTU CAUTION to warn (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

ACIOPRS PICAROS PICARO, vagabond [n] 

ACIOPRS PROSAIC pertaining to prose [adj] 

 

ACIORSU CARIOUS decayed [adj] 

ACIORSU CURIOSA pornographic books [n CURIOSA] 

 

ACIORTT CITATOR one that cites (to quote as authority or example) [n -S] 

ACIORTT RICOTTA Italian cheese [n -S] 

 

ACIRSST RACISTS RACIST, advocate of racism [n] 

ACIRSST SACRIST person in charge of sacristy [n -S] 

 

ACKLMOR ARMLOCK hold in wrestling [n -S] 

ACKLMOR LOCKRAM coarse, linen fabric [n -S] 

 

ACKNSTU UNSTACK to remove from stack [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACKNSTU UNTACKS UNTACK, to remove tack from [v] 

 

ACLLOTU CALLOUT inset in printed article [n -S] 

ACLLOTU OUTCALL house call by professional person [n -S] 

 

ACLNOOT COOLANT fluid used to cool engines [n -S] 

ACLNOOT OCTANOL alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 
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ACLNORU CORNUAL CORNU, hornlike bone formation [adj] 

ACLNORU COURLAN wading bird [n -S] 

 

ACLOSTU LOCUSTA spikelet (type of flower cluster) [n -E] 

ACLOSTU TALCOUS TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

 

ACLRSTU CRUSTAL pertaining to earth's crust [adj] 

ACLRSTU CURTALS CURTAL, animal with clipped tail [n] 

 

ACMOOST MOSCATO sweet dessert wine [n -S] 

ACMOOST SCOTOMA blind spot in field of vision [n -S, -TA] 

 

ACNOORS CORONAS CORONA, luminous circle around celestial body [n] 

ACNOORS RACOONS RACOON, raccoon (carnivorous mammal) [n] 

 

ACNOORT CARTOON to sketch cartoon (humorous representation) of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACNOORT CORANTO courante (old, lively dance) [n -ES, -S] 

 

ACNOSTU CONATUS effort (deliberate exertion) [n CONATUS] 

ACNOSTU TOUCANS TOUCAN, tropical bird [n] 

 

ACORRST CARROTS CARROT, edible orange root [n] 

ACORRST TROCARS TROCAR, surgical instrument [n] 

 

ACORSST CASTORS CASTOR, caster (small, swiveling wheel) [n] 

ACORSST COSTARS COSTAR, to star with another actor [v] 

 

ACORSSU SARCOUS composed of flesh or muscle [adj] 

ACORSSU SOUCARS SOUCAR, Hindu banker [n] 

 

ACOSTTU OUTACTS OUTACT, to surpass in acting [v] 

ACOSTTU OUTCAST one that is cast out [n -S] 

 

ACPSSTU CATSUPS CATSUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

ACPSSTU UPCASTS UPCAST, to cast up [v] 


